The RifeMedic electromagnetic blanket:
Instead of using electrodes, the electromagnetic blanket can be used as a hands-free application.
Here are some guidelines for using the em blanket:
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Connect the blanket to the white terminal points on the RifeMedic.
Select and run a program and adjust the intensity on 700 to 800.
You will feel no sensation from the electro magnetic field radiated by the blanket.
The effect is much less to that of the electrodes.
The time duration for the program may be reasonably increased to compensate for the lesser effect.
Keep the blanket in close proximity to the area focused on.
You may sit, lie or hold the blanket into position.
It may be handy to use for children.
It may be handy to use for animals.
Animals may be much more sensitive to the em blanket fields.
The em blanket will not become warm.
In order to see if it works, check that the current measurement value on the display is greater than 0.
(while a program is in progress and the intensity is up).
Please do not make anything wet. (ever).
The electro magnetic field radiates in all directions from the blanket but may form peaks 90 degrees
or vertical to the flat sides (from the centres of the blanket, in both directions).
Before replacing electrodes of any kind, first stop any running program.
Restart and adjust the intensity from zero.
The above points can be considered depending on each unique situation and condition.

I have received many reports over the years from persons who applied the electromagnetic blanket to
children and animals. It seems that the animals are sensitive enough to the fields so that you may see they
show a reaction when you turn the intensity on and they are in close proximity to the em blanket.
Stephani told me her dog had a hole in its stomach after an accident. After a few weeks on vet’s medication,
it became worse. She then put the dog on the blanket and run several programs including infection, healingand-regeneration, wound healing, etc. She said the dog was not at ease at first but soon realised something
good was happening and was very happy to be on the blanket. When other dogs would come close, she
would growl as a warning for them to stay away. After the first week, the stomach hole was almost closed
up and soon afterwards all was totally forgotten.
Our own cat was run-over by a vehicle. The cat’s lower back was severely damaged and one vet suggested it
will be a total waste to even try to recover it. Due to feelings of emotion from our family towards the poor
animal we decided to give it a chance. A several hour operation took place to stitch up internal organ
damage and a metal support was bolted to the cat’s broken spine. A few week’s hospital observation
followed. Due to the internal damage, the cat could not urinate. The vet had to squeeze out the cat’s bladder
a few times each day. This all happened when we were away and our daughters were looking after the
house. When we returned and saw the hospitalised cat for the first time, we obtained permission from the vet
to treat the cat with a RifeMedic. We went early enough to give it an hour healing-and-regeneration
treatment. The very next morning the vet phoned and asked what exactly we did as he could not witness the
RifeMedic session. Why? We asked. Because your cat all of a sudden urinates by itself. The cat came home
on strict doctor’s conditions to be extremely quiet for another several weeks. We kept on treating her and we
also applied Comfree cream to the damaged areas. We soon realised we are in no position to fulfil the
doctor’s orders as the cat was so frustrated in the closed up room that it was found up on the pelmits,
climbing up and down the burglar bars. We had to let it come out. Nick named by the vet: miracle cat.
Fanie lives amongst farmers who soon heard of the blanket. He was often asked to relieve a farm animal like
milk cows from pain. He said you can see how the animal reacts as soon as you apply a signal to the blanket
and not long after that, the animal will relax entirely as if the pain has gone.

